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CHAPTER IV 
 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

4.1 Conclusion  

 From the discussion section, there are some lessons that can be concluded. 

Firstly, in teaching process, analyzing the techniques that will be used in teaching 

vocabulary is really important. By choosing the right technique for the student, it 

could make my teaching plan successful. Children are very interested in fun things 

like games and I have to create fun situations. Applying group quizzes technique 

was a great idea. Group quizzes could engage the students to the lesson and 

increase their social skills which improve their relationships with others in the 

class. 

 Secondly, I found the obstacle in using group quizzes. It is about how I 

control my class in applying group quizzes. Due to the unstable  

emotions, it makes them unwilling to be discipline during the lesson. In other 

words, the students need guidance in controlling their emotions and it was 

expected that they could follow the rules correctly to achieve a perfect lesson.  

 Thirdly, I got new experiences and  

characteristics and dealing with the classroom environment, especially in teaching 

vocabulary. As a teacher, I had to be kind, emphatic and had more patience to deal 

with them. Using group quizzes technique in the classroom was helpful to make 

the students more confident in accomplishing the task given in the class. 
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4.2 Suggestion  

4.2.1 Suggestion for  Surabaya  

 It is suggestion that the School should give various techniques in teaching 

English for elementary grade 3. It will be good if the English teacher in 

to make a better lesson during the learning process.  

4.2.2 Suggestion for D-III English Language   

 It is suggestion that D-III English Language to give some chances to 

practice more, especially in productive skill. It will help the students in writing 

and speaking when they have a real field of work. D-III English should build more 

connections with institutions and schools. This will help students choose their 

place for internships. 

 D-III English should give students the opportunity to practice more like 

applying more the implementation of real teaching such as PKL is highly 

suggested since experiencing and feeling the actual atmosphere are important to 

achieve a successful teaching process, so that will help students when they have a 

real field of work. D-III English must also build more connections with 

institutions and schools. This will help students choose their place for internships. 

 

 

 

 

 


